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Nazi wehrmacht uniform for sale

We use cookies for the best online experience. If you're happy with this, find more here. Home German WW2 Militaria WW2 German uniforms In this part you will find our range of WW2 German uniforms worn in the Third Reich by various services of the German armed forces in WW2, Oberkommando des Heeres (German Army), Oberkommando der Marine (German Navy) and
Oberkommando der Luftwaffe (German Air Force). We have wehrmacht uniforms worn by ordinary heer/foot soldiers, we also have a department for German officer uniforms, and several specialized departments for panzer crew uniforms and Waffen SS uniforms. We also have sections for German Navy creed uniforms, and also a department for Luftwaffe uniforms worn by flight
crew and paratroopers/Fallschirmjager units. We also have Nazi uniforms worn by the Allgemeine SS, and we have supplied many films and theatres with our precise reproductions. A special section was created for German smoke and uniforms with numerous camouflage patterns such as Splinter, Oakleaf, Tan and Water, Dot Peas and Plane Tree, which cover all armed
services. © 2018 Epic Mil.. All rights reserved. Current error: No particle resource/icon-elo.liquid Liquid error found: No particle resource fragments/icon-shopify_pay.current current error found: No particle resource was found/icon-venmo.liquid Page 2 Page 3 Page 4 Page 5 Page 7 Page 7 Page 8 Page 9 Page 10 Page 1 1 Page 12 Page 13 Page 14 Page 15 Page 16 Page 17
Page 18 English Español Opening:Monday to Friday,11h to 14h and 17h to 20hSodan 11h to 14h Blog Feldbluse, Greatcoat, T-shirts, Dress uniforms, Pants, Breeches, Dot44... Showing 1 - 12 of 44 itemsOpenning Hours:Monday to Friday111h to 14h and 17h to 20hSodani 11h to 14hFollow Sort by: Default name (A - Z) Name (Z - A) Price (Low &gt; High) Price (High &gt; Niska)
Date of addition (old - new) Date of addition (new - old) Show: 25 36 50 75 100 Wehrmacht Armored Reconnaissance insmoict for Feldwebel, made after 1944. M 44 Trapezoidal thoracic eagle. Status with front line traces. On the left side of the chest are the reward-wearing loops, in the top button, the ribbon of the Iron Cross is iced. The wrap is shortened according to the style by
the owner. Size indicates height... M43 DAK tunic, Deutsches Afrikakorps, 1945 year of issue for German troops in Italy or the Balkan Front. All insignia is a standard wehrmacht insignia, not DAK and is originally factory attached. The late cavalry or reconnaissance brace is the type of slip. One brace button is damaged, but we have another one to replace and we can wesuen it at
your request. That's... Wehrmacht geschönte Feldbluse für einen Oberst Arzt. Wehrmacht Peace Time Geschoente Feldbluse - Feldwebel medical service in the 10th century. The owner originally served in the 17th Cavalry Regiment in Bamberg, proving the tag in the lining pocket and made according to custom workshop Eder &amp; Sohn Nürnberg. Signed: Sitter 17 R.R.
Wehrmacht M31 quarter splinter camo tent, reversible. Metina state unfilled Luftwaffe DAK tropical Überfallhose, made of Luftwaffe sand colored cotton material, white cotton lining. With a stamp of 42 on the right back pocket. Size marks are poorly visible: 86 waist. 96 lengths. 88 inseam. A few black lines on the white lining due to improper storage. 67 mountain signals battalion
wehrmacht tunic commanders (Gebirgs-Divisions-Nachrichten-Abteilung 67) in the rank of major. The Austrian army sample tunic tunic before the war period, made in Vienna, as evidenced by the mark on the left side of the cladding. The tunic is in excellent condition with traces of combat use. Zaoke for prizes and a medal bar are ww2 peri... WW2 Wehrmacht Heer Gebirgsjager /
MOUNTAIN TROOPS NCO Tunic. Privately purchased, lightweight, custom-made windjacke jackets. On the inner part of the tunic there are official reception depots and company codes of the manufacturer at the place where it must be on windjacke. Tunic is in a salty state with traces of a strong front life, but no injuries.... Aufklärungs-Lehr-Abteilung WaffenrockAufklärungs-Lehr-
Abteilung Waffenrock Parade-dress uniform-the Waffenrock for Wehrmacht Armored Reconnaissance Unit / Aufklärungs-Lehr-Abteilung. Private purchased. Excellent condition, no damage. High-quality work and quality materials. Shoulder straps with nice hand-embroidered cypher L for Lehrabteilung. Fully assembled with all the original on this insignia. From the back of the
uniform... A very nice condition for a political leader of the NSDAP without an insignia. Tunic has a RZM mark inside the inner pocket mentioned: Dienstrock fuer Politische leiter. The pants are with leather reinforcements, privately purchased. There's also a factory tag on the trousers. Very good conditio set, no injuries, only two hooks for belt support are removed, but they are w...
Oberfeldwebel's from the 227 artillery regiment light Ostfront tunic. On the Eastern Front, there was a kind of front fashion for light tunics for hot summer regions from German or captured Soviet Russian tents. All these tunics were privately purchased or manufactured in the tailoring workshop of the unit. Our tunic is a high-quality tailor-made example. Size is about 50... Late War
Wehrmacht Stug turn. Italian wool made with a 1944 model breast eagle. Met's condition. Most likely, the owner just received a detour from the warehouse and only added a nod to the rewards, but for some reason he never wore it, as there is absolutely no sign of use. Large size: breast volume 100 cm. Sleeve length 66 cm. The cladding is made of cotton matter... Wehrmacht
armored reconnaissance lieutenants panzer packet. Panzeraufklärungs-Abteilung 22. Excellent condition with traces of use. All insignia and crime shields are original for the tunic. On the left side of the tunic are the and in the first loop of the button, there is a ribbon of the Iron Cross. Wrap has warehouse markings and size, H 40,... Waffen-SS head tunic Waffen-SS head tunic
Waffen-SS head tunic. It follows a strong costume and fades. Sell it like we found. All insignia is missing, but the tracks are still visible. His left pocket has a nod to carry the prizes. On the washer is a label from the tailor Friedrich Wittmann Nuremberg. Inside the pocket is the name label where the buyer's name must be specified. Unfortunately... Wehrmacht Heer or Luftwaffe cold
weather park in Splittertarn camouflage. Along with the hood and all the original buttons attached. Non-binding parka with blue-gray silk lining. The park is in a costume condition, with a nice, light stone color. Generally good condition with only a few minor holes and also one injury at the end of the left cuff due to the costume. Marked with... Wehrmacht Heer tunic, end of the war
issue. Unique tunic made of thin woolly gabardine with reinforced shoulder/bust area and waist. It's very difficult to name a model. Previously encountered and similar in cut tunics came on only as waffen ss types, but these tunics have had their special features and incisions for waffen SS tunics. Our tuna... WW2 German tropical t-shirt, DAK. It's a virtually unused situation.
Interestingly, because of the economics of the cloth, the right sleeve cuff is made of other color cloth, but the same in line. There's a repair at the bottom of the shirt - a piece of cloth was inserted from 10 to 20 cm, most likely the repair was done after the war, due to the fact that the shirt was that... Brace buttons with unit number 20 for Hitler's youth jacket RZM M5 / marked. Zinc.
Also suitable for Wehrmacht braces tunic with company number Braces buttons with unit number 14 for hj jacket. RZM M5 / 249 is marked on the inverted. Zinc. Also, suitable for wehrmacht braces with company number SS-VT black tunic SS-Oberscharführer Hasselwander, 1. Sturm Sturmbann N - Nuremberg. The tunic was never in the hands of a collector and came to the
market from the family, who found it hidden on the underpass of an old house they had bought in the Munich area. The tunic is in excellent condition, the size is about 48-50 for a slim image. There's no trace of moths, and I... Parade or marching pants for Wehrmacht artillery that was on the list or officer's staff. The trousers are made of grey (Steingrau) diagonal barricaded trikota
with red artillery tubes. The pants are 105 cm long, 86 cm in waist. There are several holes left in the moth. Well-worn case. Wehrmacht armored personnel carriers for officers. Private purchased. The trousers are made of quality black wool by tailor. The pants are in excellent condition with traces of footwear. At the bottom of the pants are a misguided string that is easy to find
and return back. V 88 cm waist, 110 cm overall. 3rd battery of the 19th Wehrmacht Artillery Regiment Kanonier's Waffenrock. It's a great condition. Geprüft warehouse 3./A.R 19 with code. Shoulder panels embroidered in red silk thread code: 19. The images show the injuries of moths. Tunic from the fields of gray diagonal wool - trikot, in the officer's quality. All insignie and
buttons are original on t... NSDAP sympathizer tie, late 20s, early 30s. Made a jacquard-style vibe. Excellent condition, no loss. Keilhose 43, Waffen-SS pants. Keilhose 43, Waffen-SS pants. Keilhose 43, Waffen-SS pants. Factory marking - 910. Italian woolly cloth diagonally. As usual, all the items made for Waffen SS had their own code code. The stamp with the size and
manufacturer's mark is on the back of the trouser base. Size: 80 - belt, 86 - vertical measurement from front belt rear, 109 - full length, 102 - ... Wehrmacht Heer DAK tropical mete breeches. On the right is the code Kammerstempel (ink manufacturer stamp), warehouse/manufacturer and size information: warehouse M 43 (Munich 1943) 74- inseam, 98 - belt, 110 cm long for tall
184-188. LAGO für Schneider Auftrag Nr 224 W-H Troppen Stiefelhosen Anfertiger W.Huith Nördlingen. Meta, unused state. Kriegsmarine DAK Tropical Tunic Kriegsmarine DAK Tropical Tunic Kriegsmarine DAK Tropical Tunic. Perfect, almost in a non-base, near the mesm. Marked with the reception of the Kriegsmarine storage stamp containing the date of 8 September 1943
and the B.K.A- Bekleidungsamt Wilhelmshaven. All buttons are original for the tunic. There are traces of the officer's collar flaps on the collar, as well as traces of an eagle on his chest.&amp;nb... Takelbluse Kriegsmarine. Kriegsmarine work jacket. Made from a factory - F. Engel Hadersleben in Denmark. Met's condition. Size designation - 1. Dak Wehrmacht Tropical Tunic,
modified for officer. Salty, but still excellent. Small size - about 46. Without insignia Feldbluse for a hot summer on the Russian Front for heer unteroffizier in the Signals unit, a private tailor purchased Feldbluse is made of Soviet trophy canvas material and is towed. Machine-applied collar patches with lemon yellow stripes, a wn back green brace, a flat-wire knit national emblem is
hand-applied, the oddly given NCO Tresse is in w... Lower species of salty Wehrmacht tunic M1941 with traces of strong frontal life. There are factory or workshop war repairs, damage from the application to the lining and wool base tunics, some places with small holes due to costumes and very minor moth damage. Decent size for the doll, about 48-50. Tunika is a late question,
about 1942 year, there are peculiar de... Wehrmacht M36 infantry tunic for Oberfeldwebel from the 42nd Infantry Regiment. This early tunic is in excellent condition, made of early wool, with dark Collar. There are only two small holes for the moth that is no bigger than a matching head and a few traces of application. The tunic has been factory-modified; most likely, it was made
because of its original too large size (122 ... Wehrmacht Light summer tunic M43 Drillich. Tunic of cotton, the so-called Drillich in German. Met's condition, no damage, no losses. All buttons are present and original for the tunic. Wehrmacht Panzergrenadier shoulder straps are for the rank included and did not belong to the tunic before. We can sell the tunic and the brace
separately. It's going to be a big size... German tunic M 44 for medical officer German M 44 tunic for medical officer German tunic M 44 for medical officer. Late machine type blackened BeVo collar tab and trapezoid BeVo type eagle. Close to the mesla and practically unused condition, made from the late khaki-mustard M44 wool. Large size, about 52 Europeans, well marked for
174-180 cm long soldier. No holes, no damage, as has already been mentioned - practical thu. No shoulder straps, sell like... Wehrmacht Waffenrock for Unteroffizier from the 57th Combat Engineer Battalion ( Later Panzer Pionier). Tunic with traces of long life, there are some slight tears and evasiveness that suggest that the tunic has been used for a long time. There's a poor
visible trace on the left sleeve where the Obergefreiner chevron was once located. The ribbon of the Iron Cross in the second button... Early Heer Panzer turn Feldjacke der Panzertruppe for Oberleutnant, belonged to Semper Ernst Willi. It is received along with two owners of the photos. Size codes: manufacturer - DEKAWE Ffm and F 41 depot, lining materials are standard gray
colored cotton, the same is used for belt hook support straps. Wrap from early quality black wool. The front finish has four... Tropical Wehrmacht M 43 Tunic, 26th Reconnaissance Regiment. Balkan and late-2014. The tunic is in almost mint state, virtually no signs of wearing, marked on the inside: 0/0750 / 0166. The size in the upper part indicates a minimum height of 172
centimetres, not more than 180 cm. Central part of the 100-breast mark, 43 lengths to the waist, 64...
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